
Understand the pulse of people living under

the Taliban - quickly and ethically.

Where do you turn for credible data?
Risk analysis firms need to be ready to deliver 

granular information about events and sentiment 

anywhere in the world. Being global and local at the 

same time is a challenge, especially with an 

operational emphasis on places where connectivity 

is bad and travel difficult or dangerous. 

A leading risk intelligence firm was tasked with 

helping an international humanitarian agency to 

prepare its operations in Afghanistan. They needed 

to know how the local population would react to 

them delivering aid side-by-side with the Taliban 

officials who had taken over the country just a few 

months before. 

EmaniRCS

Summary
l A humanitarian client in Afghanistan asked a risk 

intelligence firm to gauge attitudes towards the 

Taliban in four Afghan cities.

l Traditional options were expensive (international 

research firms), had limited reach (consultants), 

or were slow and hard to monitor (local research 

firms).

l Of various technology providers, EmaniRCS let 

the firm initiate a survey with 10 questions of 62 

people, including 26 women, in four Afghan 

cities - the results came within 48 hours.

l The costs fit into the firm's project budget easily 

with no need for them to escalate the 

purchasing decision - letting them act decisively. 

l The firm was able to warn their client about 

perceptions of corruption in aid distribution, and 

the extent to which Taliban rule was preventing 

women from working. 

Challenges
While the firm didn't lack the knowhow and 

resources to get the job done, they needed a 

solution that dealt with some serious limitations:

l The local partner they engaged previously 

was slow and monitoring performance was 

difficult - data from Afghanistan had often 

been fraudulent. 

l International consultants were expensive. A 

mission just a few days long would cost 

thousands of dollars and reach just a handful 

of interviewees.

l International research firms were even more 

expensive. And they were in exactly the same 

position as the risk intelligence firm with 

regard to accessing on-the-ground sources.

l Stringers and fixers (local consultants 

popular with the press) were likely to deliver 

anecdotal data that was difficult to verify.
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Impact

The results let the firm report to their client some 

of the most reliable, pinpointed data available in 

these circumstances, more cost-effectively than 

engaging a traditional data collection partner or 

consultant.

Emani shared the results via an online 

dashboard, custom-built for the client. This gave 

the firm full access to insights from the data 

without any time needed to clean or prepare it. 

Filters on the dashboard provided full control, 

allowing them to explore any aspect of the data.

Crucially, in two clicks, they were also able to 

auto-generate a PDF report, which allowed 

emailing of the results, and easy collaboration 

internally and externally.

About EmaniRCS
EmaniRCS builds communities in difficult places, investing in people over time, even when they are not actively 

participating. Emani’s emphasis on building trust motivates members to share high quality, thoughtful insights. 

Its flexibility allows it to even reach members without internet access. 

EmaniRCS is available in Afghanistan, Ethiopia, Libya, Niger, Nigeria, and Sudan. Go straight to your free trial or 

book a 15 minute free consultation on the website.

support@emani.io   |   www.EmaniRCS.com
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Technology that works in difficult 

places

The firm needed a smart solution at an affordable 

price. So they turned to the technology sector which 

in recent years has produced a number of innovative 

providers. 

The risk analysis firm selected the EmaniRCS 

platform and launched a survey. Within 48 hours, 

the firm received a dashboard link with structured 

and qualitative responses from 62 Afghans 

(including 26 women) living in four key cities. 

Respondents said: 

l They disliked the Taliban, yet blamed the 

previous government for the economic situation. 

l They were supportive of the UN but wary of the 

corruption of the aid distribution process and 

perceived inconsistency on human rights. 

l They struggled to access their own cash or 

money sent by family from overseas.

l Women couldn't work, especially adding to the 

crisis facing female-headed households. 
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